Agenda for the meeting of the Faculty Advisory Committee to the BOR/SCSU
Friday, April 17, 2020 at 1pm; online
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Minutes of last meeting (attachment)
BOR's Enrollment Management Crisis Team (presentation)
HSSR Resolution on Holistic Case Management Advising Policy (attachment)
Report to and from the April 16 BOR meeting (attachment)
Situation of Credit/Transfer Credit / W policies (or equivalent) at CC’s;
and P*/P/F policies (or equivalents) at CSUs
Preparation for FAC filing to June NECHE meeting on SF presentation by BOR
Online Courses: remote teaching and System remote learning task force,
and separate CSCU online learning working group
Students First – General Education and Org Chart update (attachment)
Student Advisory Committee
Adjournment

-- Do not delete or change any of the following text. --

Join meeting in my Webex Personal Room

Meeting number (access code): 646 745 357

Join meeting

Join by phone
Tap to call in from a mobile device (attendees only)

1-650-479-3208 Call-in toll number (US/Canada)
1-877-668-4493 Call-in toll-free number (US/Canada)
Access code: 646 745 357
Global call-in numbers | Toll-free calling restrictions
Join from a video conferencing system or application

Dial blitz@ccsu.webex.com
You can also dial 173.243.2.68 and enter your meeting
number.
If you are the host, you can also enter your host PIN in your
video conferencing system or application to start the
meeting.
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FAC Report to the Board of Regents Meeting, April 16, 2020
This report contains two sections:
Feb 21, 2020. Resolutions in support of resolutions of non-participation in SF passed at Community
Colleges
April 3, 2020. Recommendations on the special COVID-19 pass/fail option

Feb 21, 2020. Resolutions in support of resolutions of non-participation in SF
passed at Community Colleges** (college resolution details attached below)
At our February 2020 meeting, the FAC passed two resolutions in support of resolutions that were
making their way through College Governance bodies.
a. Faculty Advisory Committee (FAC), the statutorily representative system-wide body of
the Connecticut State College and University Faculty, fully supports college governance
bodies' resolutions recalling all faculty and staff from Students' First committees and
work groups and encourages all college governance bodies to hold votes on such
resolutions.
Passed 8-0 with 2 abstentions.
b. Faculty Advisory Committee (FAC), the statutorily representative system-wide body of
the Connecticut State College and University Faculty, fully supports college governance
bodies' resolutions to reject the Students' First curriculum endorsement process as an
illegitimate substitute for shared governance and encourages all college governance
bodies to hold votes on such resolutions.
Passed 9-0 with 1 abstention
At the time, 7 of the 12 colleges had voted on resolutions of non-participation in SF. To date, 10
of the 12 colleges have passed such resolutions.
Context:
As you know, in January of 2020 an Op Ed titled “Good Faith and Community College” was
published in the Connecticut Mirror. It summarized faculty opposition to the SF consolidation efforts up
to that date and expressed concerns about the redirection of system resources- both finances and
faculty labor- toward the System Office initiatives that college governance bodies have unambiguously
and consistently criticized. It reported that we – Community College faculty and staff – intended to do
what we could to direct those resources back to our colleges where they were urgently needed. We felt
confident in our ability to do that given the backing of all five unions in the CSCU system- they had
recently issued a Statement of Unity in opposition to SF- and given system leadership’s assurances that
those who served on SF committees as part of their additional responsibilities did so voluntarily.
Once the spring semester began, college governance bodies began passing resolutions
consistent with this effort, relieving their elected representatives to SF committees of the responsibility
to represent their colleges, expressing support for those who chose to not participate in curricular
consolidation, and declaring their intention to not participate in curricular endorsement- including
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endorsement of the General Education proposal for the One College. To date, ten of our twelve
community colleges have passed resolutions of non-participation in SF. In addition, CCET, the ESL
council and various college departments have also expressed their support of non-participation or
pledge to not participate in SF.
The effect of this withdrawal on the Shared Governance Workgroup of the SFASACC is striking:
the group’s initial composition was 12 elected, 6 from SFASACC + 1 student. This spring, 13 members
have been recalled by their colleges or are no longer participating. Of the remaining members, only two
employees are not currently housed at the system office and only one is authorized to represent her
college.
It should be noted: This action is not faculty demonstrating that they do not want to be
involved. This is their declaration that they must be involved, if this college is to be legitimate, but that
they do not believe that this SF committee structure has made significant faculty participation possible.
It is our concern that we are moving quickly toward a very large and centralized institution that is not
appropriate for serving the needs of our diverse communities or nimble enough to respond to change.
This was expressed clearly in the votes of no confidence in Mr. Ojakian, the BOR and SF (at 10 of our 12
colleges and 2 of our 4 universities) in Spring of 2019 and it is clear that not enough has been done to
address that lack of confidence in the interim.

April 3, 2020. Recommendations on the special COVID-19 pass/fail option
At our meeting on April 3, 2020 we developed some recommendations on the special COVID-19
pass/fail option that had been announced at the end of March. They are below.
On March 25th, CSCU Community College students received notification of a new procedure for a special pass/fail
option to address the disruption to the semester caused by the global COVID-19 pandemic. Shortly after,
Community College faculty and staff were notified of the option’s existence.
The FAC acknowledges the importance of providing students with course grading options to potentially ease
anxiety and to accommodate students’ difficulties moving to an online learning environment. The FAC applauds
the instinct to move quickly to address student concerns. We believe, however, that the policy and its presentation
to students would benefit from significant refinement.
The “Procedure for Pass/Fail Course Grade Option” directed at the CT Community Colleges was developed without
any input or consultation from faculty and staff across the CT Community Colleges who teach, advise, counsel and
otherwise directly serve students. As a result, we have potentially promised students more than can be delivered.
The procedures students received promises that “….all Connecticut Community College students shall have the
option to convert any or all of the letter grades they earn in any or all of their classes during the spring 2020
semester to Credit/No Credit grading.” without adequate caution about the population for whom, and courses for
which, this option may foreclose future options. It also promises that “If, in the future, one or more CRT / CR / W
grade should prove to be to the student’s disadvantage due to change of major, transfer, or adverse effect on
financial aid including Veterans Benefits, or satisfactory progress, the grade(s) earned in such CRT / CR / W
course(s) shall be retrieved and recorded on permanent record in place of the CRT / CR / W grade(s) and the GPA
revised accordingly.” This last claim is not qualified in any way by a time limit or graduation status requirement.
Many questions remain, beyond the wisdom of this broad an option, about our technical capacity to execute it.
Our colleges are now bound by those promises but they can, and must, be further specified. There is still time to
remedy that situation and it is our understanding our community college faculty and staff are eager to fulfil their
responsibility to participate in the development of policy that would affect the integrity of our programs and
degrees and impact our students’ future prospects. We are unaware of any process that would facilitate our input
and therefore recommend the following:
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1.

2.

Formal input should be solicited from:
• Deans Council: ideally, feedback will be informed by program coordinators and department heads.
• College Governance leaders who will determine the appropriate way to collect and communicate
feedback from their constituents in these unusual circumstances
• Registrars Council
• Financial Aid Council
That input should be used to inform a specific, clearly documented policy to be reviewed and approved by
the above bodies before it is provided to students.

As stated, without adequate caution or guidance, there is a real risk that students will misunderstand the
procedure/policy and its implications. Until the policy is further specified,
3. FAC recommends that an appropriate group at each college take responsibility for crafting a more
cautious message about the option for their students, encouraging them to consult with program
directors and advisors in the interim until a fully specified policy is available. Students should be made
aware of other options that may be less limiting.
In addition:
FAC also notes the time burden and mental strain that the retrofit of this surprise option represents for our already
overtaxed faculty and staff and urges system leadership to honor the processes appropriate to independently
accredited institutions, as it has with the Universities in the system, even in emergency situations.
Adopted April 3 2020. Vote: 9 in favor, 1 abstention

**College Resolutions consistent with the

Joint Demonstration of Commitment to our 12 Colleges and
the PLEDGE to support those who participate in the demonstration as of April 2020 BOR meeting:

College Governance Bodies:
Asnuntuck CC
•

Resolution recalling elected representatives of Students First Committees and pledging to not
vote on products of the SF plan

Capital Community College
•

CCC Senate Resolution On Non-Participation in SFASACC and its Shared Governance and Gen Ed
workgroups
Gateway CC
• Resolution to stand with our unions
• Resolution recalling elected representatives to students First Committees
Housatonic CC
•

Resolution opposing ‘Students First’ and encouraging faculty and staff to not participate in SF
work
Manchester CC
•

Resolution on Non-Participation in Students First Academic and Student Affairs Consolidation
Committee and the General Education Workgroup , effective immediately
Naugatuck Valley CC
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•
•
•
•

CEAC Resolution on SF General Education and Program Curricula Endorsement
GEAC Resolution on SF General Education and Program Curricula Endorsement
Faulty Senate Resolution Recalling Faculty from Students First Committees and Workgroups
Faculty Senate Resolution: the senate does not support for the endorsement voting process for
the proposed General Education or any other “Students First” curricula

Northwestern CC
•

Resolution to Stand with Our Unions

Norwalk CC
•
•

Resolution to stand with our unions and to withdraw elected members of consolidation
workgroups
Resolution on SF Gen. Ed and SF Programs

Three Rivers CC
•
•

Faculty Senate Resolution to recall elected members of consolidation workgroups
Staff Senate Resolution to recall elected members of consolidation workgroups

Tunxis CC
•
•
•

Professional Staff Organization resolution to Stand with our Unions
Professional Staff Organization resolution recalling elected reps to SF committees
Professional Staff Organization resolution to not support voting on Gen Ed proposal or other SF
curricula

Statewide Curricular Committees:
ESL Council (all 12 colleges represented) Withdraws from SF Curricular work
Connecticut Coalition of English Teachers (CCET) Resolution of Support of our Member Colleges NonParticipation in SF

College Departments:
Several departments have withdrawn from participation in ACME
Norwalk:
Naugatuck Valley:
Three Rivers:

English, AEFYE (Academic Enrichment and First Year Experience), Math, ESL
English
Math, Science, English
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